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POLISH PARQUET IN DOUGH
0052
Wax in encaustiquer, in OILSKIN OF CARNAUBA and in the turpentine
(10 % of the solvent), for it skates and the finish of the new or ancient parquets.
Its smooth formula is very perfumed, feeds and gives a depth to the wood and a brilliant
quality diamond.
It exists in CLEAR AND COLORLESS OAK.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
It applies in 2 coats to a dry, dusted and very well sand, brushed, skate, coloured or natural
wood - of the preparation of the wood depends the final result. We can beforehand handle the
wood with WATERPROOFING one OLEOFUGEANT 0570 who does not modify colors
especially for grey wood, a PROTECTION ANTISTAINS 0516 or a cérusage with an OIL
HAS CERUSER 0618 or a WHITE HAS CERUSER IN DOUGH 0509 (see FT).
After these operations, the wax is very regularly deposited cold or warm (bain-marie) by
means of a wide quality brush, after drying 4 at 5 am or + it cross a manual brush or in the
polisher for the small surfaces. For hypermarkets a monobrush equipped with a floating tray
and with a brush in leaf fibre lasts which turns in a speed of 350 tours / mn. This to equalize
the surface and remove the tracks of brush possibly.
The 2nd coat is made in the same conditions.
The lustring of finish is more precise it will give hardness and shine.
Cleaning of brushes: in the White spirit
Coverage : From 8 to 12 m2 in the liter.
Packing : 1l - 5l - 30l
Safety Warning:
FLAMMABLE
Carry(wear) rubber gloves,
Do not swallow,
Do not leave within the reach of the children
Honest given information but not engaging our responsibility
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